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Company: Epam

Location: Poland

Category: computer-and-mathematical

Description

Are you ready to make your mark at EPAM's design studio in Poland? We're on the lookout

for a Senior UX Designer to join our team, with possible locations including Warsaw,

Krakow, Gdansk, and Wroclaw. The beauty of this role? It offers remote options, with the

exciting potential to transition to a hybrid model, ensuring flexibility and balance for our team

members.

SEE YOURSELF IN THIS ROLE

As a Senior UX Designer, you'll be at the center of a vibrant community of over 70 designers in

Poland, who are part of nearly 2, multidisciplinary experts spread globally. Passionate about

using design to craft meaningful customer experiences, your approach to challenges with

optimism, prioritization of action, and embrace of both success and failure as opportunities for

growth are highly valued. 

If you're someone who loves to share your skills, learn from others and champion the

power of design, apply and join us today!

What Youll Do

Engage with clients to understand their business goals and objectives

Validate and refine your ideas through stakeholder and user feedback
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Create and deliver a range of UX artifacts, from user flows to prototypes, tailored to project

needs and optimized for various devices and interfaces

Participate in discovery and research activities, including user interviews and competitor

analysis

Facilitate design workshops and document client requirements to support project

deliverables

Collaborate with front-end developers and architects to ensure the feasibility of design

solutions

Provide accurate estimations and maintain transparency in workload management within the

design team

Mentor junior designers and contribute to their professional growth

What You Have

A minimum of 5 years' experience in design

Proficiency in research-based design processes and the ability to produce design

specifications and prototypes

Strong theoretical knowledge in areas such as composition, color theory, typography, and

design styles

Ability to synthesize and communicate research findings and design concepts effectively

Ownership of all design deliverables on a project, including experience maps, user journeys,

and interaction models

Exceptional storytelling and presentation skills

Strong conceptual and systematic thinking, with the ability to provide constructive feedback

and justify design decisions

Upper-intermediate or higher proficiency in English (B2 level)

Nice to have

Experience in project result control and measurement



Skills in team management and conflict resolution

Background in pre-sale activities

Proficiency in visual/graphic design

High-level understanding of front-end development

Experience in enterprise-level projects

Familiarity with establishing Design Operations and creating design systems development

methodologies

We Offer

We gather like-minded people : Friendly team and enjoyable working environment

Engineering community of industrys professionals Flexible schedule and opportunity to work

remotely within Poland Chance to work abroad for up to 60 days annually Relocation within our

50+ offices

We provide growth opportunities : Outstanding career roadmap Leadership

development, career advising, soft skills and well-being programs Certification (GCP, Azure,

AWS) Unlimited access to LinkedIn Learning, Get Abstract, OReilly and Cloud Guru Language

classes on English and Polish for foreigners

We cover it all  : Stable income (Employment Contract) Participation in the Employee Stock

Purchase Plan Referral bonuses Benefits package (health insurance, multisport, shopping

vouchers) Strategically located offices featuring entertainment and relaxation zones, table

tennis and football, free snacks, fantastic coffee, and many more Corporate and social

events

We may contact chosen candidates only

About EPAM

Why EPAM

Apply Now
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